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Bronce II vom Fuchseck (import from Germany) X Vito (import from Denmark)
(Both dogs are owned and trained by Pam & Mario Robinson)

!"##$% !"# mid July, 2020
This will be an exceptional pairing from two dogs we imported from the top lines in Germany and
Denmark. Bronce and Vito are intelligent and intense hunters in the ﬁeld with very good noses and they
have the ability to hunt both upland game and waterfowl. They are both attentive and loving pets in our
home, as well as cooperative hunting partners in the field. They have a lot of drive so they have been a joy
to train. Both Bronce and Vito are currently training for the rigorous NAVHDA Utility Test that evaluates a
dog’s ability to hunt/train at the “ﬁnished” level in all phases of hunting both before and after the shot, in
ﬁeld and marsh, and on different species of game. This test is a challenging and demanding one, as beﬁts
the NAVHDA aim of “fostering, improving, promoting and protecting the versatile hunting dog in North
America.”
Bronce and Vito have demonstrated a natural desire to retrieve making them excellent dogs to use in
heavy cover or to track wounded birds in the ﬁeld. Both dogs come from proven German and Danish lines
of the breed that were imported into the United States. Bronce has a very intense point and a very sweet
temperament in the home. Both Bronce and Vito were hunted on wild pheasants, quail, and ducks the ﬁrst
hunting season after they were whelped. Puppies from this litter should be smaller in size with a lot of
energy, drive and conﬁdence with the stamina and desire to hunt all day in the ﬁeld and in the water.
Additional information regarding both dogs can be found on our website at www.robingunkennels.com.

Bronce II vom Fuchseck
Color: Roan

Whelped: 10-1-16
Height: 20” Weight: 42 lbs
NA: 112 Prize I
PennHIP: 0.32 / 0.32

Left: Bronce's Dam & Sire:
Zaris vom Fuchseck & Grasidingens
Xenophon (Bantu)
Zaris:
VJP 70 Pkt. spl./ sil. VJP 71,
HZP 182
VGP 311 / I. Prize
Härtenachweis (HN)
V/V (Excellent conformation & coat)
Height: 53 cm
Hips: HD-A (HQ 1,00)

Uta Schuman with Zaris , Bronce and Boerne

Left: Gråsidingens Xenofon
DKK 09677/2010
VJP 72 pts
HZP 180 pts , VGP 286 pts./II. Prize
IMP-A: 270 pts., Danish field & retrieval tests
SG-SG (Very good conformation and coat)
Height: 55 cm
HD-A / HQ 0.97
Right: Zaris vom Fuchseck

Bronce's Grand Dam (Right):
Xanthie vom Fuchseck
08-0964/62231 LN HN Spurlaut
CACIB CAC BOB Anw. Dt. Champ. (VDH)
VJP 72 Pkt. HZP 175 Pkt. (l.E. 11 Pkt.)
VGP 320 Pkt./I. Preis/TF
Suchensieger Zuchtschau (Conformation show): SG/V
(Very Good Conformation/Excellent Coat)
Zanthie passed the 3 JGHV Tests in one year.
53 cm HD -A (HQ 0,97)
Bronce's Grand Sire (Left):
Cinjo vom Weihersberg
09-0348/63328 HN BTR SwIII Spl. VJP 61 Pkt.,
HZP 186 Pkt. (lb. E. 11) and B-HZP 191 Pkt. (lb.
E. 11) VGP 326 Pkt./I. Preis/ÜF SG/SG
(Very Good Conformation and Coat)
56 cm HD-A, HQ 0,98
Bronce’s Great Grand Dam:
(Left) Varis vom Fuchseck
(V/V) (Excellent coat and
conformation) Winner of
numerous conformation shows
in Germany including best
female of 2007 KIM-D Federal
show.
Bronce’s Great Grand Sire:
(Right) Zorro vom Blütengrund
Robingun Kennels is a member of the Genetic Health Project and the Cooperating Breeders Group of the SMCNA
and a licensed commercial breeder in the State of Nebraska.

Vito (Imported male from Denmark)
DAM: ULDJY DENS SIKKI
SIRE: RICO
NAVHDA NA 103 Prize II (Nose: 4, Search: 3, Water: 4, Po inting: 4, Tracking: 4, Desire: 3, Co operation: 4)
PENNHIP RT.41 LT.36 12 MO

Vito’s Sire:
DKJCH DKCH MARKPR INTCH SECH NOCH NORDCH KLBCH Rico
Rico’s Dam:
Hoegstof Celia

Rico’s Sire:
Uldjdens Heino

Vito’s Dam:

MARKPR Uldjydens Sikki

Sikki’s Dam:
Quitta vom
Hesseltal

Sikki’s Sire:
Dyk vo m
Viöle r -Lan d

Robingun Kennels' Breeding Program
Prospective buyers are asked to fill out an application and we only approve a limited number of buyers for
each of our litters until we verify the pregnancy via ultrasound. We do not require a deposit until the litter is
verified and we know that we have a puppy available for the buyer. Robingun Kennels works very hard to
match a puppy with our buyers that is the best fit for the buyer ’s lifestyle and hunting preferences. We only
sell our puppies to hunting homes and all of our puppies are sold with a NAVHDA breeding restriction that we
can remove once the dog meets the SMCA and our requirements for breeding. A six year health guarantee
is offered on all of our puppies stating that if the dog develops an inherited health issue that prevents it from
performing as a hunting dog, we will refund the purchase price of the puppy or provide the buyer with another
puppy from a different litter. We verify the bitch's pregnancy at 28-30 days post breeding by ultrasound as well
as a veterinarian who specializes in fertility is consulted for each breeding and all of our puppies are whelped
inside of our home. All of the puppies we sell are micro-chipped, dew claws are removed, first shots are given
and we register the puppy with SMCA/AKC and NAVHDA. We also pay for a one year membership to
NAVHDA because all owners are required be a member of NAVHDA in order to test a dog. Robingun
Kennels also sends our buyers home with a Puppy Manual we have written and other resources for
training advice. Regular updates are sent to prospective buyers before and after the puppies are born.
Puppies we sell go to their new homes having already been exposed to people of all ages, other dogs
and pets, the crate, car travel, water, gunfire, birds, etc. Puppies from this litter will sell for $2000.

Please contact us for more information:
Pam & Mario Robinson
Robingun Kennels
Lincoln, NE
pam@robingunkennels.com
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402-202-6140

Above Left: Vito in 2019 and Above Right: Pam with Vito and his breeder and
dam when she picked Vito up in Denmark.
Robingun Kennels is a licensed commercial breeder in the State of Nebraska and a member of
the Genetic Health Project of the Cooperating Breeders Group of the Small Munsterlander
Club of North America.

